Plan of action takes place now. Every course and each course Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) along with Program Learning Outcomes (PLOs) will have assessment inventories completed for Spring 2013 semester and submitted to Division Chair and UC Dean. Another SLO/PLO assessment workshop will take place the week before the Fall 2013 semester starts. For Hawaiian Studies (HWST) and Hawaiian Language (HAW) assessment inventories, both Associate in Arts (AA) in Liberal Arts and the AA in HWST PLOs will be identified for each SLO.

Spring 2013 assessment inventories are due by the end of May 2013. Email Alapaki the files.

HAW course SLOs will be re-evaluated and reviewed in the Fall 2013 semester by the AA in HWST University of Hawai‘i system group to determine if SLOs need to be edited.

HWST 107 and HWST 270 course SLOs are consistent with every section offered. No need to change these SLOs.

Reminders for all courses to have students complete the course and instructor evaluation in e-café.